The Twenty-Eighth/Les 28es

Saskatchewan Book Awards
Welcome to the 28th Annual Saskatchewan Book Awards (SBA). As a
result of Covid-19 protocols the SBA Ceremony is once again online.
It is still a time to celebrate Saskatchewan literary and publishing
excellence!
For the 2021 SBA we received 163 categories and selected 14 finalists
in 14 different awards.
The Saskatchewan Book Awards were created in 1993 to acknowledge
and appreciate literary and publishing excellence, not only
throughout the province but throughout Canada. The Awards mirror
the diversity of a varied and vibrant literary and publishing landscape
in Saskatchewan. Book submissions are accessed for their creativity,
quality, and originality of writing, as well as for their appropriateness
within an award category. The SBA is grateful for the efforts of this
year’s juries. The SBA promotes Saskatchewan’s literary and
publishing community with its awards, public author readings, and
other promotional events.
Community Partnerships
The Saskatchewan Book Awards offers many ways for individuals and
corporations to ensure that we can continue to recognize the
excellence of Saskatchewan writers and publishers. Corporation
sponsorships and partnerships are crucial in sustaining the Awards
ceremony as well as public author readings by shortlisted authors
throughout Saskatchewan. The SBA is grateful to all of its sponsors
and partners.
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First Book Award Honouring Brenda MacDonald Riches
Jenn Sharp (Photography by Richard Marian)
Flat Out Delicious: Your Definitive Guide to Saskatchewan’s Food Artisans
Touchwood
Jenn Sharp and Richard Marian weave a path of culinary
sustainability as they explore the terroir across Saskatchewan,
celebrating 167 of the province’s farmers, beekeepers, foragers and
Indigenous leaders. Flat Out Delicious combines compelling
narrative, engaging profiles, stunning photographs and a driving tour
map to connect readers directly to the food producers and artisans in
their communities. It shines a spotlight on the importance of food
security and honours both Saskatchewan’s historic and its present
relationship with the land.
Cort Dogniez
Road to La Prairie Ronde
GDI Press
In Road to La Prairie Ronde, Cort Dogniez introduces readers to his
ancestor Frederick Dumont, a relative of the famous Métis leader
Gabriel Dumont. Young readers and parents alike will appreciate this
engaging illustrated story of a young man’s coming-of-age that takes
place just before the 1885 Resistance; teachers will also appreciate the
well-researched resources that accompany the story.
Nicole Haldoupis
Tiny Ruins
Radiant Press
Tiny Ruins by Nicole Haldoupis is a novella about a young woman
growing up and learning to negotiate her own path in the world.
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Snapshots of brief moments build a funny, lyrical and charming tale.
A unique and compelling debut.
Shannon McConnell
The Burden of Gravity
Caitlin Press
The Burden of Gravity confronts the atrocities inflicted on the
residents of Woodlands School, a former institute for disabled
children. Informed by historical archives, McConnell’s powerful book
weaves together research and poetic discovery using an impressive
range of erasure and blackout poetry, fixed forms, and narrative
verse. These spare and perceptive poems imagine residents’ lives with
empathy and care.
Bob Bartel and Mary Ann Penashue
Nutaui’s Cap
Running the Goat, Books & Broadsides
Nutaui’s Cap tells a moving story of Innu resistance through the lens
of a young Innu girl and her grandfather. Penashue’s poignant
illustrations and Bartel’s captivating storytelling explore life on
unceded Innu land upended by NATO fighter jets and military police.
This is a memorable story that affirms the bravery of Innu protesters,
and the resiliency of community.
Jurors
Pam Clark, Lori Hahnel, Cassidy Mcfadzean
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President’s Office/Non-Fiction Award
Bill Waiser
In Search of Almighty Voice: Resistance and Reconciliation
Fifth House Publishers
For over a hundred years, the story of Almighty Voice has been told,
first in shocking headlines, then articles, school texts, a movie, a stage
play, and in song. People were fascinated that a minor crime, the
killing of a single cow by the young Willow Cree man in 1895, led to a
two-year long manhunt and finally, death by cannon fire as he was
sheltering on a bluff near the One Arrow reserve. Bill Waiser sifts
through the historical record, exposing how media “spin” in the 19C
created a villain, touted as the leader of an uprising. Waiser points out
that the question – is not why did this happen, but why did it happen
only once?
Blair Stonechild
Loss of Indigenous Eden and the Fall of Spirituality
University of Regina Press
Blair Stonechild, believes it is more important than ever before to
revisit ancient wisdom, “given the harm that all life on this planet is
facing.” In his study of the belief systems of Indigenous Peoples from
all over the world, he found fundamentally similar values, promoting
“non-interventionist relationships with the natural world.” But
holders and teachers of these beliefs are few, partly due to determined
efforts to eradicate culture, language, and spirituality from
Indigenous children in residential schools over many generations.
Stonechild advocates rediscovering and renewing Indigenous
spiritual beliefs, for the sake of all of us.
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Merle Massie
A Radiant Life: The Honourable Sylvia Fedoruk, Scientist, Sports Icon,
and Stateswoman
University of Regina Press
Sylvia Fedoruk (1927-2012) was the child of Ukrainian immigrants
who became a pioneering physicist and a top-level athlete, equally
skilled at baseball, hockey, curling, and golf. After wielding the
“cobalt gun” and treating cancer for twenty years, Fedoruk was the
first woman appointed to the Atomic Energy Control Board of
Canada. Historian Merle Massie’s sensitive and exhaustively
researched biography of this fascinating and determined woman
celebrates but also contextualizes Fedoruk’s achievements. In A
Radiant Light’s pages, we learn as much about Saskatchewan’s
history and culture as we do about Massie’s subject.
Jenn Sharp
Flat Out Delicious: Your Definitive Guide to Saskatchewan’s Food Artisans
Touchwood Editions
Former Saskatoon StarPhoenix columnist Jenn Sharp set herself a
monumental task in Flat Out Delicious: to tell the story of
Saskatchewan’s farmers, food producers, and chefs. She and
photojournalist Richard Marjan traveled the length and breadth of
the province, interviewing, photographing, and eating. This inspiring
book is for anyone who is interested in buying local, in eating
ethically and sustainably. Warning: don’t read Flat Out Delicious on
an empty stomach!
Bevann Fox
Genocidal Love: A Life After Residential School
University of Regina Press
Genocidal Love is a heart wrenching journey through the long-lasting
wounds left by residential school and anti-Indigenous racism. It is
also a testament to our profound ability to search, heal and repair,
bringing these gifts back into our most intimate relationships as well
as communities. This is a book all Canadians would benefit from
reading.
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Jurors
Anne Budgell, Annahid Dashtgard, Ariel Gordon

Jennifer Welsh Scholarly Writing Award
Edited by Daniel M. Beveridge (written by Samuel Mniyo &
Robert Goodvoice)
The Red Road and Other Narratives of the Dakota Sioux
University of Nebraska Press
This is a meticulously edited book by Daniel M. Beveridge Professor
Emeritus of education at the University of Regina. It records mainly
the voices of Samuel Mniyo and Robert Goodvoice of the Wahpeton
Dakota Nation, near Prince Albert. Together they help preserve the
traditions of the Dakota Sioux of the Red Road ritual and Medicine
Dance reaching back many generations. They have helped preserve
the story of an integral part of Saskatchewan history and culture.
Bill Waiser
In Search of Almighty Voice, Resistance and Reconciliation: Resistance
and Reconciliation
Fifth House Publishers
Walking the path of reconciliation, Bill Waiser blends secondary and
community research as he brings the history of Almighty Voice to life.
In this powerful book, the author works with the One Arrow
community to retell the many rings of events circling outward from
the central narrative of Almighty Voice's imprisonment and death.
The book is both a historical recounting and clarion call to the law
enforcement community to know and bear in mind its own violent
history in connection with Indigenous communities in Canada.
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Wendy Roy
The Next Instalment: Serials, Sequels, and Adaptations of Nellie L.
McClung, L.M. Montgomery, and Mazo de la Roche
Wilfrid Laurier University Press
Wendy Roy has written an important and interesting book describing
how Nellie McClung, L.M. Montgomery and Mazo de la Roche were
able to find audiences for their work in media that was dominated by
men and relegated women's voices to the back page. Roy shows how
these women persisted until their early works were published, then
leveraged their resulting fame to break down barriers for themselves
and other women writers. Media history has many great untold
stories. Roy has done a superb job telling this one.
Jurors
Mark Bourrie, Jenna Butler, Allen Mills
Anne and Roger Phillips Foundation
Prix du livre français
Ian Nelson
Contes bleus à encre économe (Micronouvelles)
la nouvelle plume
Lyrical and theatrical, absurd and sometimes surrealistic, the book
plays with the constraints of a new literary genre –microfiction or
flash fiction—without being simply reducible to them. This
experimental collection of astonishingly brief texts represents a
quirky, decentred world peopled by saints and murderers, male
models and crossword enthusiasts, psychiatrists and pioneers, as well
as a whole cast of non-human characters and narrative perspectives,
from lions to waterlogged cameras. Throughout, the author deploys
and savours the resources of a refined and playful language. A real
contribution to the literary landscape of the francophone West.
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Martine Noël-Maw
Will & Ernest
la nouvelle plume
The bilingual French and English play Will & Ernest examines the
last days of Will James’ life (1892-1942), the French-Canadian writer
and artist of the American West, as he navigates the writing of a new
novel. Martine Noël-Maw crafts a deft portrait of the encounter
between a writer and an aspiring one. Enraging and engaging, this
passionate play challenges dominant narratives about the process of
literary creation to reveal truths of life for both acclaimed and
marginalized individuals in our society.
David Baudemont
Junk City
la nouvelle plume
Author David Baudemont spins a fast-paced story about video games
and schoolwork, friends and enemies, relations with parents, identity
problems and other teenage preoccupations. The style is equally well
correlated with the age and experience of the intended readers; of
special note are the texts between the young characters, which are
interspersed in a contrasting font throughout the narrative. Overall,
this is an exciting, engaging and contemporary teen novel.
Edited by Laurier Gareau
Le théâtre fransaskois:Recueil de pièce de théâtre pour adolescents
Tome VI
la nouvelle plume
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Laurier Gareau has edited a volume of eight plays, written, rehearsed
and produced between 1981 and 2006 for performance by students at
the province's francophone theatre festivals. For the students, the plays
represent an initiation into theatre arts, an exploration of plot, theme
and character development, and an opportunity to enhance their
language skills. This important historical document is a testimony to
the vibrant creative activity involving students and teachers, together
with the support of the francophone community.
Jurors
Adina Balint, Chris Elson, Carol Harvey

Saskatoon Book Award
Leona Theis
If Sylvie Had Nine Lives
Freehand Books
This novel-in-stories, spanning forty years, explores the different
paths that Sylvie Fletcher’s life might have taken had she made
different choices. Author Leona Theis uses the structure of a river
delta to brilliantly weave together a portrait of a woman and show
how decisions, big and small, ripple through the years that make up a
lifetime. The prose is funny, flowing, and engaging.
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Jenn Sharp
Flat Out Delicious: Your Definitive Guide to Saskatchewan’s Food Artisans
Touchwood Editions
As soon as the pandemic is over, pack your suitcase and this gorgeous
book, and plan a road trip through Saskatchewan. Author Jenn Sharp
visits every corner of the province, introducing us to farmers, chefs,
vintners, bakers, butchers, and so many more. There will be surprises
around every turn in the road —be prepared to meet a Saskatchewan
you never knew existed.
Shannon McConnell
The Burden of Gravity
Caitlin Press
This somber collection of poems expressed the fear and despair
inmates of Woodlands suffered. Shannon McConnell drew us into
their minds and souls through the imagery of her words. She gave
them a voice for us all to hear, to remember and to care. A tribute!
Bill Waiser
In Search of Almighty Voice, Resistance and Reconciliation:
Resistance and Reconciliation
Fifth House Publishers
“Broken promises” to Canada’s Indigenous population underlies a
historic drama that took place in the spring of 1897, involving the
chase and ultimate capture of Almighty Voice, a member of the One
Arrow Willow Creek First Nations community in Saskatchewan.
Thorough research and an inviting writing style that contains
elements of tension, anger and surprise, and backed by historical
documentation gleaned from multiple sources, results in an
extremely readable book and an important reflection on Canadian
History.
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Karin Melberg Schwier
Small Reckonings
Burton House Books
Readers are instantly catapulted to the year 1915, when Will Burke,
travels to Toronto to propose to Louise, who he’d not seen for a year.
A son John arrives, and then a daughter Violet, whose affliction by
Down Syndrome brings a catastrophic change to the Burke family,
and to the district at large. Small Reckonings is an excellentlyrendered story to be treasured for its intense understanding of human
plight and pluck, tenderness and trauma.
Jurors
Maureen Flynn, Peggy Herring, Shirlee Matheson

Regina Book Award
Donica Belisle
Purchasing Power: Women and the Rise of Canadian Consumer Culture
University of Toronto Press
Donica Belisle offers such a fresh and engaging look at an important
episode of consumer culture in Canada. Her masterful use of fastmoving prose manages to both inform and pull us in to her subject
without losing our interest or the impact of her findings.
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Blair Stonechild
Loss of Indigenous Eden and The Fall of Spirituality
University of Regina Press
Blair Stonechild provides a powerful in-depth illumination of the
most important lessons and philosophies of spiritual indigenous
knowledge with such grace and clarity. His care and thoroughness
make the important teachings both compelling and accessible to all
readers.
Bevann Fox
Genocidal Love: A Life After Residential School
University of Regina Press
Through a unique blend of fiction and memoir, Bevann Fox's raw and
honest narrative unravels the threads of her childhood experience of
residential school abuse to the lived aftermath as an adult. The
protagonist's quest for justice leaves her violated again by the systems
designed to protect her. She evolves from an emotionally traumatized
child to a woman who triumphs over genocidal love.
Bob Bartel and Mary Ann Penashue
Nutaui’s Cap
Running the Goat, Books & Broadsides
Nutaui’s Cap tells a moving story of Innu resistance through the lens
of a young Innu girl and her grandfather. Penashue’s poignant
illustrations and Bartel’s captivating storytelling explore life on
unceded Innu land upended by NATO fighter jets and military police.
This is a memorable story that affirms the bravery of Innu protesters,
and the resiliency of community.
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Edward Willett
The Moonlit World
DAW
Sustained excellence! Willett hits it out of the park with witty Shawna
Keys and a fabulously entertaining cast of werewolves and vampires
in this ingenious fantasy. Wild adventures, well-drawn settings,
hilarious one-liners, a smart ending, and the strong sense of a writer
having great fun as he spins his imaginative tale … readers will be
licking their lips for Shawna’s next adventure.
Jurors
Domenico Capilongo, Shelley Leedahl, Jan Markley

Poetry Award
Honouring Anne Szumigalski
Shannon McConnell
The Burden of Gravity
Caitlin Press
Shannon McConnell makes a powerful debut in these spare poems,
which cast light on the children, women and men abandoned to the
Woodlands Institution. McConnell gives voice to these most
vulnerable, and with every poem hands back their dignity and
humanity. If this is her first book, I’ll be watching for her second.
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gillian harding-russell
Uninterrupted
Ekstasis Editions
From its opening poem’s initial evocation of human unknowing,
Uninterrupted nudges aside anthropocentric assumptions to deliver a
fulsome meditation on our wondrous and threatened natural world.
This is a timely eco-poetic exploration that pulls no punches about
the perils we face in an age of climate emergency, but does offer hope
through the sheer dexterity and vibrancy of its language and imagery.
At their best, Harding-Russell’s poems often leave readers balancing,
ever so precariously, between visions at once sinister and darkly
comic.
Bruce Rice
The Vivian Poems
Radiant Press
In The Vivian Poems, Bruce Rice turns a compassionate lens back
onto the much-mythologized street photographer, Vivian Maier.
Bringing in known and imagined biography, and taking on issues of
gender, class and race in mid 20th century United States, these poems
lyrically evoke Maier’s feelings about life and art, often in first person
that feels fully authentic, while also giving voice to people in her
photographs. Like Maier’s work itself, the result is wide-ranging yet
compellingly intimate.
Randy Lundy
Field Notes for the Self
University of Regina Press
Drawing upon the twin taproots of his Indigenous Cree and Celtic
European heritage, Randy Lundy reworks landscape portraiture in an
absorbing and distinctive voice of deep experience and wisdom. The
sophisticated lyricism and cadences of these largely prose poems
resonate with and echo the soul-journey being undertaken. When
Lundy writes, “You will stare at nothing, until you learn it, or it learns
you, as it will, by heart,” you know he has uncovered the secrets of
poetry. This is a standout contribution to contemporary prairie
poetics.
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Jurors
Frances Boyle, Pamela Porter, Christine Weisenthal

Publishing Award
University of Regina Press
Nature’s Broken Clocks
Paul Huebener
Paul Huebener uses literary and true-life references to make the
‘time’ connection in relation to humanity’s relentless degradation of
the environment. There is hope, but who is listening? His stark
verdict is “our cultural vision of time is a heap of broken clocks.” As a
publishing effort, this book is timely, well-crafted and effectively laid
out.
University of Regina Press
Until We Are Free: Reflections on Black Lives Matter in Canada
Edited by Rodney Diverlus, Sandy Hudson, and Syrus Marcus Ware
Until we are free documents the Black Lives Matter movement here in
Canada. Many strong voices share diverse perspectives, in a mix of
literary genres, on the struggle for equity and inclusion by the
marginalized within the Black community—and by extension other
disenfranchised groups. From a publishing perspective, this book is
an important addition to Canadian history and sociology reference
archives.
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University of Regina Press
Genocidal Love: A Life After Residential Schools
Bevann Fox
This fictionalized memoir of residential school survival is a powerful,
painful, necessary read. From the invaluable foreword, written by
Michelle Coupal, through Myrtle’s early loving family life, through the
sixteen pages of devastating abuse, and on to self-knowledge and
healing, Genocidal Love is unflinchingly honest. By giving readers the
complications of her life, her partners, her children, her work, we see
what a courageous and resilient woman Myrtle/Bevann has been, and
we are grateful to her for sharing her experience.
Radiant Press
Tiny Ruins
Nicole Haldoupis
The jury agreed that this short book of mini fictions reflected the
myriad experiences and memories of youth with quirky compassion.
In this small delightfully designed book, the self-consciousness and
pain of being the outsider, the complicated sibling relationship, and
the uncomplicated relationship with a cat, are portrayed with telling
detail. At times funny, at times heart-breaking, Tiny Ruins is a debut
to be celebrated.
University of Regina Press
Uncertain Harvest: The Future of Food on a Warming Planet
Ian Mosby, Sarah Rotz, and Even D. G. Fraser
The book combines multiple perspectives, including those of 3 very
different authors to look at “the future of food” in a growing world
impacted by climate change and other issues. It’s an insightful
collection combining research, science, history, economics, story,
philosophy and more. The chapters, are smartly organized around the
framework of 8 foods: algae, caribou, kale, millet, tuna, crickets, milk,
and rice. The book has an eye-catching cover and a crisp, clean, and
readable design.
Jurors
Cynthia Good, Michelle Peters, Cheryl Antao-Xavier
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Publishing in Education
University of Regina Press
Nakón-i'a wo!: Beginning Nakoda
Vincent Collette (ed) with Armand McArthur and Wilma Kennedy
his book delivers everything you can ask of a winner in this category. t
is needed and important, it provides excellent structure, guidance and
content for learners and teachers, its design and structure help make
the content accessible and navigable, and the knowledge it carries
comes from its community with generosity and authority.
University of Regina Press
Arrows in a Quiver: From Contact to the Courts in Indigenous CanadianRelations
James Frideres
A well-executed and very teachable book that successfully finds the
balance between technical and approachable writing styles. It is
timely and relevant, benefitting from a single author presenting the
historical information concisely and engagingly.
GDI Press
The Road to La Prairie Ronde
Cort Dogniez (and Jade McDougall)
Road to La Prairie Ronde provides tremendous insight into the Metis
settlement of La Prairie Ronde. The story is intercepted with a Michif
glossary, a teachers’ guide, learning activities, and a map, making it
an exceptional resource for classroom use.
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Mackenzie Art Gallery
The Gardener’s Universe
Victor Cicansky
Victor Cicansky’s The Gardener’s Universe, presented by the
Mackenzie Art Gallery, is a beautiful book that offers a glimpse into
the Saskatchewan-based artist’s work in bronze and ceramic
sculpturing. A close focus on both text and image provides the reader
with a deep appreciation for Cicansky's work and life.
Jurors
Alexander Finbow, Glenn Rollans, Erin Spring

Indigenous Peoples’ Writing Award
Bevann Fox
Genocidal Love: A Life After Residential School
University of Regina Press
Bevann Fox’s Genocidal Love: A Life After Residential School caught
me from the title alone, how we live, love, and simply exist within the
maw of a colonial machine that needlessly consumes and strips. Here
is a story that has transfigured from its past requirement to be written
as a novel now blooming into its truest orality, that of nonfiction. Genocidal Love is a testament to the very real necessity for
Indigenous stories to be told ethically and respectfully and posits
itself as a juggernaut within the residential school literary canon.
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Randy Lundy
Field Notes for the Self
University of Regina Press
Field Notes for the Self is a slow-burning rumination on life, death,
temporality, and isolation from acclaimed nêhiyâw poet, Randy
Lundy. His third poetic entrance of stories to be birthed into the
world, Lundy’s book is a masterpiece in poetic forms demonstrating
the very archived work of a person having read widely and fiercely
throughout his life and splicing it into the breath and breadth of
prairie poetics. Lundy’s book found me just when I needed it, as he
ruminates on loneliness and asks us to lean into it, I too am held, here
in this particular pandemic moment, to think of such aloneness as kin
that energizes story and animates memory.
Blair Stonechild
Loss of Indigenous Eden and the Fall of Spirituality
University of Regina Press
In Loss of Indigenous Eden and the Fall of Spirituality, Blair
Stonechild lays out in clear, accessible prose, a sweeping revision of
standard Western global history, re-centering Indigenous values,
reasserting the legitimacy of spiritual realities, and casting “modern
civilization” as the outlier. A fascinating read.
Harold R. Johnson
Cry Wolf: Inquest into the True Nature of a Predator.
University of Regina Press
In Cry Wolf ~ Inquest into the True Nature of a Predator, Harold R.
Johnson takes the reader on a concise analysis of the evidence,
demystifying commonly held perceptions, and laying the case for a
more accurate understanding of the shifting dynamic between
humans and wolves, with wide-ranging ramifications for our
relationship to other-than human creatures, and our larger natural
environment.
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Carol Rose GoldenEagle
The Narrows of Fear (Wapawikoscikanik)
Inanna
GoldenEagle provides a glimpse into a world led by women who are leading
inner generational trauma therapy with spirituality and traditional healing
methods. The world seems scarily sweet and leaves one wishing this kind of
place existed in our lives. At the same time she takes the reader into a world
filled with ancient and modern evils. She has created some scenes of horror
that will haunt the readers long after the last page is turned. GoldenEagle is
a writer to watch.
Jurors
Nathan Adler, Ann Doyon, Joshua Whitehead

G. Murray and Edna Forbes Foundation Fund
Young Adult Award
Miriam Körner
Qaqavii
Red Deer Press
Qaqavii rings with a sense of authenticity, capturing life in the north as well
as the complex relationship between mothers and daughters. The novel
transports the reader to the Arctic with its evocative descriptions, and it
endears us to the rich and fully-realized characters who populate this
world.
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Kristine Scarrow
The Gamer's Guide to Getting the Girl
Dundurn Press
Scarrow has created a well-paced, sweet novel about friendship and
crushes. Using video game strategies and themes throughout, young
readers will enjoy this survival tale about identity and first love.
Beverley Brenna
Because of that Crow
Red Deer Press
More often than not, we tend to neglect the mental health of young
people and assume that they will be able to cope with life because of
their youthful energy and stamina. Because of that Crow by Beverley
Brenna takes a deep dive into the world of ten-year-old Harris, a quite
imaginative youthful boy who is living in a post-parent world after
losing his mom and dad in a tragic accident. In any other book for
young people, the crow may have been used as a tool for slapstick
humour and to add comedic relief to an all too real story, but Brenna
ensures that it is not only an integral part of his journey but an
important guide to healing, learning and maybe even a better future.
Jurors
Marty Chan, Brett Huson, Ibi Kaslik
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Fiction Award
Nicole Haldoupis
Tiny Ruins
Radiant Press
Tiny Ruins, Nicole Haldoupis’ debut collection of linked microfictions by Radiant Press, is an absorbing and engaging read. These
vignettes of coming-of-age and coming-out reveal intricacies of
character in cool, polished, and articulate prose. Tiny Ruins is a gem
of a collection and strong evidence of a startling new talent in
Saskatchewan literature.
Leona Theis
If Sylvie Had Nine Lives
Freehand Books
Leona Theis’ kaleidoscopic and finely-wrought If Sylvie Had Nine
Lives provides readers with a tantalizing look at what might have
been and what could still be over the course of its main character’s
multiple incarnations. Theis’ masterly attention to detail and
storytelling craft is evident in this novel-in-stories, as we follow Sylvie
through her various lives, each different in subtle ways but consistent
in having a fascinating, flawed protagonist at their core. Playful and
full of earned pathos, Leona Theis’ novel is a worthy addition to the
prairie canon.
Dianne Warren
The Diamond House
Harper Collins
Dianne Warren's The Diamond House is an engaging whole-life novel
that vividly evokes the pathos of an ordinary person's story. Warren
has a keen eye for those moments and interactions that capture the
depth of her character's hopes and disappointments, woven together
into an absorbing and satisfying read.
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Gail Bowen
The Unlocking Season
ECW Press
Gail Bowen’s The Unlocking Season is a tense and heartfelt
examination of the legacies of trauma filtered through a metatextual
lens. Even though the book takes place well into an ongoing series of
mystery novels centred on heroine Joanne Kilbourn-Shreve, the
reader is not overwhelmed by details and characters as Bowen
dispenses information with the discretion of a master storyteller. The
added element of Joanne working through elements of her traumatic
history through re-enacting it as a prestige television series adds
depth to the story and its telling.
Ven Begamudré
The Teller from the Tale
Radiant Press
The Teller from the Tale is an entertaining frame narrative that links
together brief stories modeled on myth and folklore, all of which
resonate with the emotional life of the family listening to the story.
Despite borrowing from well-recognized traditions, Bengamudre
dispenses with the conventions attached to myth, and handles each
part with fresh language that returns us to the human quest for
belonging underlying our oldest tales and the act of storytelling itself.
Jurors
Matt Bowes, Michael Kaan, Rhea Tregebov
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Saskatoon Public Library
Indigenous Peoples’ Publishing Award
Miyawata Culture Inc.
The Story of Broken Knife Lookout
Floyd Favel
This beautifully illustrated tome tells the story of a battle at
Kîskîkomânasawâpowin or Broken Knife Lookout between a
Tsuut’ina medicine warrior, Kîskîkomânâhk, and his warriors with a
rival Cree nation. The illustrations and story are for a youthful
audience, however the complexity of relationships, strategy and
description make it a must-read for all ages.
University of Regina Press
Loss of Indigenous Eden and the Fall of Spirituality
Blair Stonechild
A compelling look at the parallels of conquest over human history to
form a persuasive rebuke to what we consider civilized. A masterful
look at whether the presence or absence of a reverence for
relationships can ensure the continued wellness of a group, people,
nation, or species.
University of Regina Press
Nakón-i'a wo!: Beginning Nakoda
Vincent Collette (ed) with Armand McArthur and Wilma Kennedy
A stellar, beautifully clear example of a much-needed language instruction
workbook; a gift to current and future Nakoda speakers.”
University of Regina Press
Cry Wolf
Harold Johnson
Captivating, disquieting, and vivid. A fascinating look at how events
can be distorted by beliefs and assumptions. A necessary reflection on
how we view wolves, and others.
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University of Regina Press
Genocidal Love
Bevann Fox
Raw and gripping; a new classic in residential school
autobiographical fiction; about damage and love and hurt and
healing.
Jurors
Kim Lemky, Tyler Pennock, Deanna Reder

Book of the Year Award
Nicole Haldoupis
Tiny Ruins
Radiant Press
Inclusivity in our society is a must if we want to truly embrace acceptance of
each other. In Tiny Ruins, moments of comedy, self-conflict and familiarity
come out as Alana discovers her dual sexuality. There are concise short
stories throughout this volume – it is a treat to read. I will definitely read
Tiny Ruins again. Hats off to Nicole Haldoupis!
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Bevann Fox
Genocidal Love: A Life After Residential School
University of Regina Press
This is a book that illuminates both the beauty and promise of a life at its
happy start, and the causes and cost of trauma. Through reading this
searingly honest and unflinching look at the impact of residential schools
and cultural genocide on one brave heart we readers are transformed.
Genocidal Love is a profound and necessary book.
Jenn Sharp (Photography by Richard Marjan)
Flat Out Delicious: Your Definitive Guide to Saskatchewan’s Food Artisans
Touchwood
This 'Definitive Guide' offers readers a robust celebration of both
Saskatchewan's food culture and the individuals who make livelihoods (and
art) from what we eat. Filled with vibrant photographs and engaging stories
that foreground a diverse set of cultural influences, this book will woo any
reader - local or not – to come and discover one of Canada's best food
destinations.
Randy Lundy
Field Notes for the Self
University of Regina Press
In poems that are sometimes meditative, sometimes confessional, but
always stitched with insight, readers are made to feel welcome. The world
of earth, pond and stone is finely wrought here, but so too is the shifting
world of the mind. In Field Notes for the Self Randy Lundy asks what it
means to pass through this life, to live it; to answer the call to look and see
and then look again.
Dianne Warren
The Diamond House
Harper Collins
Dianne Warren's novel reveals the life of a Saskatchewan woman from
childhood to old age, a life her family has dismissed as misguided and
difficult. Beneath the carapace of their judgment, and eventually their
neglect, she lives a rich, emotional, ethical life that refuses all compromises
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that are unfair. Warren reminds us that some revolutions are not public.
Sometimes they are personal and no less heroic for being so.
Jurors
Althea Cunningham, Aislinn Hunter, Fred Stenson

In Memoriam
The 28th Saskatchewan Book Awards Ceremony is dedicated to the memory
of three Saskatchewan literary figures who have left us this past year. They
will always be remembered.

Don Kerr, (1936-2020) (pictured in the centre) a long time poet, author,
playwright, and scholar in the English Department at the University of
Saskatchewan died on December 8, 2020. Born and raised in Saskatoon,
Don attained his BA at the University of Saskatchewan, his MA at the
University of Toronto, and his PhD at the University of London. Appointed
Saskatchewan Poet Laureate in 2011, Don was also honoured with the
Saskatchewan Order of Merit, the province’s highest honour. A public
intellectual, community activist and a strong promoter for heritage
preservation in the city of Saskatoon. Don belonged to various boards
including the Saskatchewan Arts Board; and two publishers, Coteau Books
and NeWest Press.
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Geoffrey Ursell (1943-2021) (pictured on the left) Primarily known as a
playwright, Geoffrey Ursell died on February 21, 2021. Geoffrey, who was
born in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, was also a co-founder of longtime
Saskatchewan publisher, Coteau Books, along with his wife Barbara
Sapergia, as well as Bob Currie and Gary Hyland. In addition to teaching
English literature and creative writing at the University of Regina, Geoffrey
served as president of the Saskatchewan Writers Guild, and the
Saskatchewan Playwrights’ Centre. Geoffrey also served as Writer-inResidence at the Saskatoon and Winnipeg Public Libraries. Geoffrey
attained his BA and MA at the University of Manitoba, and his PhD at the
University of London.
Mick Burrs aka Steven Michael Burzensky (1940-2021) (pictured
on the right) was a Los Angeles-born poet who won the Saskatchewan
Poetry Award in 1983, and the Saskatchewan Book Award for Poetry in
1998. A former editor of Grain, the prestigious prairie literary magazine
Mick’s work includes The Names Leave the Stones: Poems
New and Selected (Coteau Books, 2001), Variations on the Birth of
Jacob (The Muses’ Company, 1997), Blue Pools of Paradise (Coteau Books,
1983), Dark Halo (Coteau Books, 1993), and Moving in from
Paradise (Coteau Books, 1996). A poet, songwriter, editor, teacher, and
mentor, Mick’s loss will be greatly felt throughout the Canadian arts
community.
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The Saskatchewan Book Awards would not be able to celebrate
the province’s best writers and publishers were it not for our
sponsors (as noted above), founders, and partners.
Founders

Partners

Special Thank You To
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Saskatchewan Book Awards
Board of Directors for 2020-2021/
Donna Woloshyn – Chair, Joe Couture –Vice-Chair
Emily Dmyterko – Treasurer, Zoé Beaulieu Prpick – Secretary
Jack Walton, Carla Flengeris, Shelley Svehdahl, Elena Bentley, Rochelle Smith,
Margot Johnston
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